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6A
Koh
Bee Sook

Take the Plunge
and Share
Kangen Water's Benefits

"Stay Hydrated in Summer to
Help Achieve True Health "
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Message

from

Mr. Ohshiro

When people hear the name Enagic, different things may come to mind, but first and foremost, we aim to achieve True Health. Controlling what we take into our bodies and how
we live each day mentally, physically, spiritually, and financially helps to shape not only our
lives, but also other people’s lives. It is important that all staff members and Independent
Distributors practice the Enagic True Health philosophy. After all, we achieve more success
by working together.
As we’re once again reaching summer and the weather grows warmer in the Northern Hemisphere, our thoughts focus on physical health and Kangen Water’s many benefits, which
include hydration. The more Kangen Water we drink, the better we’ll be able to stay fresh as
we face more heat and humidity. Drink Kangen Water all day long to maintain strength and
focus.
Of course, drinking Kangen Water from glasses
or reusable water bottles isn’t the only way to
benefit. When brewing your morning coffee or
afternoon tea, use Kangen Water to maximize
flavor and aroma. Cooking with Kangen Water is similarly impactful, allowing ingredients
to reach their peak potential.
Hydration isn’t limited to people. As the
Earth continues to absorb record heat,
please consider your pets and plants,
which can also benefit from hydrogen-rich Kangen Water. It helps
to enjoy and share Kangen Water
year-round, but it’s most important during summer months.
I know I’ll have my glass handy.

Hironari Ohshiro
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Enagic Products
Enagic's most powerful antioxidant
machine - featuring 8 platinum-dipped
titanium plates!!
・Electrode plates: 8
・Plate size(mm): 135 x 75
・Generates: 5 water types
・Wattage(W): 230
・Dimensions(mm): W345 x H279 x D147

5-year warranty

Features a revamped modern design that
coordinates beautifully with today's stylish
kitchens.

・Electrode plates: 7
・Plate size(mm): 135 x 75
・Generates: 5 water types
・Wattage(W): 230
・Dimensions(mm): W264 x H338 x D171

5-year warranty

The ﬁnest machine in its class, with the highest
quality built-in electrolysis chamber on the
market.

・Electrode plates: 7
・Plate size(mm): 135 x 75
・Generates: 5 water types
・Wattage(W): 230
・Dimensions(mm): W264 x H338 x D171

5-year warranty

The MOST POWERFUL model! Top of the line
model for heavy home use or small business use.
・Electrode plates: 7 & 5
・Plate size(mm): 135 x 75
・Generates: 5 water types
・Wattage(W): 200
・Dimensions(mm): W352 x H384 x D250

3-year warranty

U
5-year warranty

This UNDER THE COUNTER model conveniently
nestles discreetly under your sink!
・Electrode plates: 7
・Plate size(mm): 135 x 75
・Generates: 5 water types
・Wattage(W): 230
・Dimensions(mm): W264 x H338 x D171

* Availability of the product line-up and warranty may vary depending on the country or area.
* Please contact your corresponding Enagic office for more details.
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As of May 2021

The JRIV has four solid electrode plates which
reduces the energy consumption!
3-year warranty

M i n e ra l Io n Wate r Ac t ivato r

3-year warranty

・Electrode plates: 4
・Plate size(mm): 135 x 75
・Generates: 5 water types
・Wattage(W): 120
・Dimensions(mm): W264 x H338 x D171

Transform your ordinary bathroom into a natural
hot spring resort with the mineral ion water
HOME SPA System!
・Electrode plates: N/A
・Plate size(mm): N/A
・Generates: Mineral ion water ・Wattage(W): 2.5
・Dimensions(mm): W130 x D346

KANGEN UKON- Nature's oldest healer and
protector! Detox, energize and strengthen your
body with Kangen UKONΣ turmeric
supplements!
Enriched with high quality ingredients & essential oils:
Curcumin, Healthy minerals, Olive Oil, Perilla Oil,
Niacin, Flaxseed Oil, Evening Primrose Oil, Tocotrienol.

KANGEN UKON TEA- Natural and healthy tea
made from Kangen Ukon!
100% produced in Okinawa. Turmeric Ukon belongs to the
ginger family. Tea made from Ukon has been considered
natural and healthy since the Ryukyu Dynasty (1429-1879).

KANGEN UKON & Honey SOAP - your skin will love
Okinawa's natural blessings
Freshly harvested from our Ukon Garden in Okinawa.
Ukon, Honey, Citrus depressa.
This soap is carefully crafted by a traditional bar soap
maker. It is “living soap” that makes the most out of
natural ingredients.

The E8PA Family Club Pass!
Take advantage of E8PA membership beneﬁts!
Beneﬁts of Membership:

- Eligible for E8PA loyalty discounts & Commission of
Ukon DD, Anespa DX and Super 501.
- IT Solution.
- Stay at any Enagic afﬁliated lodging facility at a special
price or for FREE! (depending on card-type)
- Earn E-points.
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Independent Distributors
Give Thanks for Team Accomplishments
2021 is shaping up to be a successful year. As Independent Distributors build momentum, three
top leaders reflect on how they’ve accomplished so much. Spoiler alert: it wasn’t by accident,
and it wasn’t alone.
As a business owner for two decades, I knew Enagic would be a once-ina-lifetime opportunity to get out of the traditional business. I saw that
this revolutionary technology will take us far and wide into the future. I
fully trust Enagic’s high standard products and its compensation plan.
Working hard is important, but having the right company and team
to back you up is indispensable. Thanks to my leaders, 6A2-4 Khoa
Nguyen and 6A2-2 Hinh Huynh for always making time to support
my team. Specifically, I’m thankful for my team in Tampa and Arizona
for working so persistently to promote this product and helping so many families gain physical and financial
health. I’m proud to say that the month of February 2021 resulted in six 6A accounts and two 6A2 accounts.
We couldn’t do this alone! Thanks to my team! -Tam Le, 6A2, Holiday, Florida
I’m so glad that 6A2 Tam Le shared this product with
my family. It was without hesitation that we jumped
on board with Enagic. I’m thankful for my whole
Arizona team, my leaders, Khoa Nguyen, Hinh Huynh
and Tam Le for always making themselves available.
Most importantly, I’m thankful for my wife, Muoi Tran,
for working so hard day and night to reach the rank
of 6A2. I’m so proud of my team for achieving two
6A accounts and one 6A2 account within 3 months!
I couldn’t do it without my team players and certainly
wouldn’t be able to be where I am without Enagic. -Thuan Ngo, 6A2, Phoenix, Arizona
Coming from other business and networking backgrounds, I knew this opportunity
was not to be missed. I learned that persistence and patience will pay off and it did.
Within the month of February 2021, our team achieved eighteen 6A accounts and
three 6A2 accounts. I’m so proud and will continue to support my team in whatever
they need so that we all can succeed together. I’m proud of my team and I can’t wait
to see everyone at the top very soon. As a promise to my team, my goal is to reach the
6A2-3 rank by this summer. Thank you Enagic for this opportunity to be a leader that
I couldn’t imagine in any other business endeavors. -Hinh Huynh, 6A2-2, Atlanta, Georgia
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Water Profile
Most Enagic Water machines produce five types of filtered,
ionized alkaline and acidic waters through electrolysis:
Strong Acidic
Water: pH 2.7

Beauty Water
pH 4.0 - 6.0

Clean Water
pH 7.0

pH
8.0 - 9.5
Strong Kangen
Water: pH 11.0

This month, we profile hydrogen-rich Kangen Water, which is ideal for hydration. Kangen Water
also has many kitchen applications and it is beneficial to the environment because it is not sold in
plastic water bottles.

Drinking

Drink Kangen Water
throughout the day.
Unlike tap water,
Kangen Water has
no unpleasant odor,
tastes lighter, and,
according to many
consumers, has a
sweeter flavor.

Food Preparation
Rinse fruits, vegetables
and fish to remove
pesticides and delay
oxidation. Enhance
flavors of tomatoes,
broccoli, onions and
more by parboiling in
Kangen Water.

Coffee & Tea

Enjoy the wonderful color, taste, and aroma of coffee or tea prepared
with Kangen Water. You can also use less coffee or tea and still achieve
robust taste thanks to the water's high extraction ability.

Soups & Stews

Kangen Water draws out
the flavor of ingredients
and helps make them
tender and juicy.
Therefore, food doesn't
need as much seasoning
or salt.

Plants

Kangen Water may
help to reinvigorate
plants. The water
also stimulates
germination and
improves seedling
development.
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Change Your Life Story
6A Koh Bee Sook - Malaysia
6A Koh Bee Sook

and immediately became an Independent

grew up in a small

Distributor.

Klang Valley town
in Selangor, a state

She recalls, “My leader, 6A Jensen Tang Siew

in the shadow of

Wei, was able to tell us about the Enagic

Malaysia’s capital,

patented 8-point compensation plan and

Kuala Lumpur. She

True Health philosophy.” After a few months

previously owned

of enjoying Kangen Water, and based

a small catering

on her growing belief in Enagic, Koh Bee

business that performed well financially,

Sook started sharing her experiences and

but limited her health and freedom. Her

excitement with family and friends.

career trajectory changed completely after

8

she discovered Kangen Water on social

Koh Bee Sook’s first sale was a K8, which her

media. She witnessed a full demonstration,

friend purchased following her enthusiastic

which she found “amazing,” bought her first

demo. As she says, “Opportunity is anywhere

Kangen Water machine in November 2019,

we have people.”
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Koh Bee Sook shared some keys to her

Kangen Water

success. “My family consistently shares True

to steam fish,

Health with relatives and friends,” she says.

which is her

“We create a sustainable model to train team

favorite dish

members to consistently share True Health

to prepare.

with their friends or business prospects
about Enagic products and marketing plan.”

By February 2023, Koh Bee Sook hopes to
achieve a 6A2-3 rank. “My dreams and goals

Unlike in her stressful catering days, being an

are financial, time, and health freedom,”

Independent Distributor allows Koh Bee Sook

she says. “As a leader, I learn and apply

to “travel with a relaxed mood while meeting

knowledge to share and encourage team

prospects in the world,” a feeling she calls

members to set a target, stay in a positive

“fun and fantastic.”

thinking environment, be consistent, and
help team members to achieve their dreams.

In her increased spare time, Koh Bee Sook

Think big! Achieve big! Dream big!”

enjoys traveling and cooking. She uses Strong
Kangen Water to wash pesticides and utilizes
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New York, USA

Distributor Profile
Kevin Tang
6A2-3

Kevin Tang grew up in Vietnam, the
youngest boy in a family that had
minimal means, but he’s overcome
early adversity to accomplish so
much. He relocated to America in 1988
and after graduating high school, attended
college to study home design. Kevin has been
a successful entrepreneur ever since then. He still
owns a hair salon and builds houses. “I try to do different jobs to earn money for a
living,” he says. “I work extremely hard to chase my dreams.” Being an Independent
Distributor has become an important part of his large life plan.
In 2018, some friends told Kevin about
Kangen Water and he took that as a sign
to learn more about Enagic. “At first I
was really skeptical, but after seeing the
demo, I bought the machine right away
to experience it,” he says. “After a month
of drinking Kangen Water, my body felt
better.”

10
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To learn more about the product he
felt was making an impact, he attended
a Kangen Water training session in
Arlington, Texas, and learned from top
leaders like 6A2-5 Dang Nguyen. “After
a few days of study, I realized this was a
good opportunity,” he says. Kevin started
as an Independent Distributor in August
2018 and now holds a 6A2-3 rank, which
is a notably fast rise.

This is the first time that Kevin has
been involved with direct selling, and he
appreciates different aspects of Enagic’s
model. “There is the whole team sharing
and mentoring,” he says. Kevin singled out
Dang and his fiancée, 6A2-4 Diem La, for
showing particularly impactful support
and encouragement.
Kevin’s goal, to be promoted to 6A24 in 2021, is just the start. “My future
goal is to strive to help my team grow
stronger and at the same time, share
the opportunity that Enagic and Kangen
Water have spread around the world,” he
says. “I will help my brothers and sisters
on the team successfully achieve high

wishes.” He’s enjoyed strong early success
and wants to share the opportunity.
When he isn’t working, Kevin finds peace
through meditation, by spending time
with family, and taking care of his puppy
named Rocky. He also relaxes by visiting
his koi pond, exercising, watching movies
and reading books.
“Ever since I came to America, I have
always wanted to achieve success in order
to have a life-change and to take care of
my parents, but through so many jobs,
I never had a chance to change my life,”
Kevin says. “It was time for me to find
Enagic. Enagic has changed my life.”
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India

Distributor Profile
Tarun Narainsingh
Advani 6A2-2
6A2-2 Tarun Narainsingh Advani
is a Mumbai native who still lives
in India’s largest city. In 1989, he
started manufacturing, importing and
distributing electrical products across
seven Indian states, to 600 dealers, as
part of his family business. Life changed
dramatically when Tarun discovered Enagic.
Tarun learned about Enagic through
a good friend, 6A4-3 Sudesh Malik,
who was also a member of the
popular group BNI [Business Network
International]. “When he invited me for
a presentation way back in 2016, I was
not really convinced,” Tarun says, citing
cost concerns. “But he kept sharing.”
When Tarun’s mother was bedridden
in December 2016, he tried Kangen
Water from Sudesh’s house for a few
weeks, and it’s unclear how much the

12
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water helped, but his mother’s condition
i m p r o v e d , s o h e b o u g h t a S D5 01
machine for her and his family.
“I initially did not consider the business
opportunity very seriously, but there
were some changes in the country like
demonetization & GS T [Goods and
Services Tax], which had an impact,”
Tarun says. He started as a part-time
Independent Distributor, but after his
efforts showed such promising results, he

committed full-time in January 2018. “I
am very happy that I made this decision,”
he says. “All the businesses that I did
until now required large investment,
giving credit, huge overhead, and lots of
stress, and that was not the case with
Enagic.”
Af ter purchasing his SD501, he
enthusiastically shared the benefits.
Tarun organized two large demos, calling
300 people and getting 62 people to
show up. “All appreciated the product
and the business opportunity, but no one
joined.” Undeterred, he followed up with
every attendee over the next month and
got 12 people to purchase Kangen Water
machines and become Independent
Distributors. “There had been no turning
back since 2018,” he proudly says.
Tarun’s experience as an Independent
Distributor has been so positive that
his wife Roshni also got involved. She
was a housewife for over two decades
and is now 6A in what has become a
new family business. “The support she
has given has resulted in our success
in Enagic,” Tarun says. “It is a different
dynamic when couples work together.
It’s no longer a profession; it’s a passion.”

Tarun credits his past experience in
the family business, which included
overseeing 22 managers, with helping
him develop “skills of handling teams,
empowering, and growing them.” Being
part of BNI has also given him leadership
confidence, which he now instills in his
downlines. “The plan that I have created
identifies key leaders from the group
who are going to contribute to this goal
and spending maximum time in training,
empowering, and developing them,” he
says.
Tarun aims to reach 6A2-5 by February
2022 with support from his team, and
by supporting his team. To help achieve
this goal, he schedules regular training
sessions and demos through Zoom and
in-person. He’s always available as a
resource to move the team forward. As
Tarun says, “When they win, I win.”
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Mandar Khopade
Enagic Spotlight

Mandar Khopade grew up in Mumbai. After completing
business management training, he initially worked as a business
development executive in Sahara Star’s housing project startups and related sales promotional activities. Mandar’s career
continued at Mirah and Softbrige Solutions, where he oversaw
language training, developed IT software, and managed business
and sales administration. He came to Enagic in 2013 and currently
works as Enagic India’s Country Head/Manager in Bangalore.

How did you learn about Enagic?
Dr. Kazuo Yokoya from Japan, [a Doctor in Wellness Education who
helps coach and train Enagic India], explained to me first about Enagic
and its products during 2012. Further, I took the initiative to understand
the company and its business through Enagic’s official websites, from
other senior managers in the company, from a few old distributors at that
time, and the available literature of the products and company.

What are you focusing on right now with the company?

We are focusing on spreading Enagic philosophy and opportunity to the maximum number of people in Indian
society as there is good potential to create employment and business opportunities for the country's people. At
the same time, we are focusing on developing the business culture and training for the Independent Distributor
network, which can help to give sustainable business growth to the company and to distributors. Overall, the
areas I am focusing on can define short-term and long-term goals as per business needs including sales growth,
company expansion, training and development, digitalization, compliance and company branding.

What are your favorite aspects of working with Enagic?

There are many business aspects, but a few that I can mention are the company philosophy; Enagic’s business
compensation plan helps many people make their business career successful. Importantly, we get an opportunity
and platform to implement and show your business knowledge and entrepreneurial skills.

What are the biggest challenges of working for Enagic?

Each company usually has some challenges that require dealing with from time to time. I look at this question
from different angles. Any individual gain in Enagic business is incredible, including wellness benefits by using
products, financial benefits by doing Enagic business (distributorship), and a healthy business environment. In
Enagic, the product, company brand value, and compensation plan are ideal. Every entrepreneur looks forward
to doing a booming business, so sometimes we face a very positive challenge to make someone understand,
“Yes, Enagic is perfect for you to do successful business and achieve your life goals.” Every Enagic family
member takes this challenge very happily.

What is your most memorable Enagic experience?
I was curious to visit Okinawa. Visiting there, experiencing, understanding the origin, the insights, and root of
Enagic was a most memorable experience in Enagic for me. Further, I wish that every Enagic member would
try to visit Okinawa whenever the opportunity comes to understand the root, story, history of Enagic and
make those moments memorable in their life.
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What do you like about Kangen Water?
It is just “unique and amazing.” The features of Kangen Water machines are
worth the price that we pay to purchase the product. The antioxidation and
ORP (Oxidation Reduction Potential) properties make me drink Kangen
Water every day.

Do you use other types of water?
If so, what are your uses?
The other properties of water are beneficial in day-to-day use in my home
kitchen for cleaning purposes. We also experiment with different types of
water while baking at home... We use 11.5 pH a lot in the kitchen.

How is Enagic different from other companies?
I also get this question from prospects and Independent Distributors.
Primarily, I explain the three points from a business perspective:
1) Enagic is the pioneer and leader in the water ionizer industry.
The range of products, its technology, and wellness of Kangen Water add value to each life.
2) The compensation plan is the best example of a direct selling compensation plan,
which motivates and makes you work and perform to achieve financial benefits.
3) The company brand and country of origin, Japan, creates trust among people that
makes us different from other companies.
Besides, I strongly feel that all facts cannot be put into words. Sometimes people can only understand through
experiences; hence, if someone wants to know the real difference between Enagic and what difference Enagic
can bring in their life, it can be understood by becoming a part of the Enagic family. So a simple way I prefer
to answer someone asking this question is, “It’s different.” That’s it, and you can feel and experience the real
difference only by becoming a part of the Enagic family.

What are your objectives in the future with Enagic?
We always believe in the steady, sustainable growth of the company. Keeping this in mind, we will be focusing
on those areas and planning. We have the objective to maintain Enagic on top. And put our best possible
efforts to develop and give business support to our valued Independent Distributors, which can help create
ease to do business, reach maximum people in India, explain the Enagic opportunity, and give a business
platform that can go on from generation to generation.
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Enagic USA Donates
Six K8 Machines
to Torrance Fire Department
Enagic USA has been headquartered in
Torrance, California, since 2008 and has
developed a deep bond with the mid-sized
South Bay city. Torrance houses a sizable
Japanese-American population, topping
10% thanks to influence from Japanese
companies, including auto manufacturers,
that set up North American headquarters

16
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here. As a way to give back to the
community, Enagic USA recently donated
six K8 machines to the City of Torrance
Fire Department. Firefighters now have the
ability to drink Kangen Water and clean
with Strong Acidic Water at six different fire
stations.
Rigorous training often leaves firefighters
depleted and they constantly need to
hydrate to stay fresh in the event of an
emergency. Kangen Water will help them
to achieve peak performance in Torrance.
After all, some people use Kangen Water
as a sports drink. Hopefully,
having Kangen Water
handy will give these
brave front-line heroes a
boost.

The Six Teachings of Water
In Mr. Ohshiro’s Presidential Office there is a hanging scroll, on which the teachings are
written. It was a gift that presents a highly accurate observation of the properties of water.
It also appears to advocate that we try to live our lives much like water.

1. Water gives vitality to all living creatures.
2. Water flows ever onwards, seeking out its own path.
3. Water has the courage to overcome whatever obstacles lie in its path,
but can also take the shape of the vessel which contains it.
4. Water is inherently pure and can wash away the impurities of others;
it accepts both the good and the bad.
5. Water becomes force and becomes light, performing endless tasks
in production and in daily life, without asking for any reward.
6. Water fills the oceans, evaporates into vapor and clouds, falls as rain,
changes into snow, and transforms into mist, yet never loses its own true nature.

Above is an excerpt from the book Quenching the Thirst for Global Success,
the Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro. Toshio M. (2015)
It is filled with incredible lessons, motivational stories and the actions that
were taken to create Enagic. A must-read for distributors, it is available at
www.enagic.com/shop
Also available in Chinese, Italian, French, Spanish and Japanese! Contact
your local branch office for details.
Global E-Friends 2021.05
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March 2021 New 6A and Above Title Achievers

6A

DIANA LYN BAUTISTA
VERONICA SIAMPUII
SINEAD CLAUSS
ROSETTA E. MATINA
SAMUEL TURMINE
STEPHANIE WATT
VAN DUNG VU
SEALUXECO PTY LTD #3
THONG LE PHAN #2
GIOI TRAN
DAVID JOHN MILLER
NELSON NOGUEROL FERNANDEZ NETO
ADIENE BORGES CAMPOS ME
DANNY CARVALHO
LAU CHING #3
MEKIFY INC.
AMY TING
ALAA RAYES
2230116 ALBERTA INC.
MA KATRINA UMALI
2282045 ALBERTA LTD.
NELLIE ANN V. CANTIL
DAN JUSTYN CHIONG
MYLES & BRIELLE DIGITAL INC.
JDJE MARKETING CORP
MICHAEL DAI VU
TUYET THI LAM #3
MARCELINO RAMON NODA DOMINGUEZ
VICKY HAGEN #2
LISA O DODGSON LTD
ESMERALDA OLIVAR
TRAVESSIA ESTIVAL
CARINA DRANSFELD
JOHN HEENAN
MRJOHN ABBOTT
GERRYL PAGUNTALAN
CHRISTIAN BRANDSTETTER #14
ANNA KANGEN SRL
MARIUS SOCI
TU NGUYEN DINH
TINA VUOVA
DIEU HONG NGUYEN THI #3
THI MINH PHUONG MAI
THI THUY VAN BUIOVA
VAN VOI LE
TANYA ZHELEVA
EVELYN SIBAL
LI YI WEN
WUI TUNG CO/ KWOK CHI MING
CHAN LAI KWAN .
LAM LOK YAN
LAI KA MAN
BRIJ MOHAN SHARMA
SANA AVESH AFRICAWALA
GOURISHEETTY VENKATESHWARLU
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Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Brazil
Brazil
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Spain
Switzerland
UK
UK
France
Germany
UK
Ireland
UK
Austria
Romania
Romania
Czech
Czech
Poland
Czech
Czech
Czech
UK
UK
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
India
India
India

NUNELA LAKSHMI
III FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
INDU NEGI
KUSUM SUD
PREETI KUKKAR
RINKOO MOHAN IDNANI
CHALODIYA SURESHKUMAR NAGJIBHAI
NIKITA NIRAV DALSANIYA
NILESHBHAI LALAJIBHAI BORAD
VIKAS SWARUP OJHA
KRISHNA BHUKYA
KATTAGANI SHIRISHA
SUNEERA P M
KEERTHI MADHAVI
BALNE PRAVEEN KUMAR
MALABIKA DEY
SITESH GHOSH
HITESH PATEL HUF
SWETABEN JAYESHKUMAR MADIYA
MAHESHBHAI VINUBHAI PANCHANI
MAHESH KUMAR VITTHAL BHAI
BHANKHARIYA .

India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India

MANISHKUMAR N PAREKH
MADHUSUDHAN K S
KARISHMA R GAMANAGATTI
LAXMILAL KODARJI KALAL
SOLIKIN .
比嘉 勝枝
LIM KIN TONG
GOOD WATER ENTERPRISE
ANG TING VEI
FAVIOJESSE FRANCO
MARIA ESTELA ANN CABAHUG #2
LYUDMILA KOZHEMYAKINA
KANGEN8WATER PTE LTD
LINCOLN YEW ZONG HAN
PHAN DINH HIEU#1
TRAN XUAN PHU
VO THI HOA THUAN
NGUYEN THI NHAT VAN
VO THI TUYET MAI
NGUYEN TRUC ANH
TRAN NGOC TUONG
JANE H YOSHIZUMI
DUC TRAN #B
UNILIFE GLOBAL #A5
NICOLAS A. SANCHEZ
NOELANI HAILS LOVE
CIN SIAN HOIH
MERON M. ARGAW
SHRUTI GUPTA
EDEN PESA OLAVE
GRACE M MIN
CHADRY K PA
MADISON L STRECKER

India
India
India
India
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Malaysia
Malaysia
Mexico
Philippines
Russia
Singapore
Singapore
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

India

JENNIFER B KEDDY
ANNA SPEARS
JOEL T BURKHALTER
RADU GHEORGHE #2
TY KIM HOANG
TRI T BACH
HOA NGOC LAM
MINH CAM SINH
BICH VAN- TRUE HEALTH LLC
WATER SYSTEM FINANCIAL LLC
LENA PHUONG VAN
BEN LUU
DUNG HOAN TANG
DAVID THO LE
TUAN KHOI HOANG NGUYEN
HA T LE
ANH MAI LY #2

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

TRUNG H LY
GEORGE JOHN JOGOPULOS DC
RYAN BELL #B
ANIL CHATTERJEE
LAUREN C NOWELL
DALIA R ABIRAFEH #1
YEKATERINA AUMAN
FORESIGHT FINANCIAL INC .
GEORGE JOHN JOGOPULOS DC #2
PHU NAM TRIEU
MARGARITA TOVAR
KHANH DAC BAO HO
JUSTIN P LEE
JASMIN DAKOTA BERSAMIN
HONG THI DIEM NGUYEN
PAW LWEH HTOO
DUYEN TRINH

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

6A2
TALIA A DIGIULIO ADAMS
VAN DUNG PHAN
SWITCH TO HEALTH INC. #2
SHERYL M ALEGRE
TUYET THI LAM
MATTHIEU COUTURE
MARITES F. ALLAM
#2230116 ALBERTA INC. .
RRR DREAM CATCHERS LTD
GABRIEL COSTIN NEGHINA
BINH LUONG NGUYEN #3
ILLA MANNIYYA
VINODBHAI KHODABHAI MAYANI
MOHAMMAD NASIR
SHIVA KUMAR K R
NILESH KUMAR HIRJIBHAI BHIKADIYA
屋宜 絹枝
LEE SOW LAN
CHHENG NEANG HENG

Australia
Australia
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Romania
Czech
India
India
India
India
India
Japan
Malaysia
Thailand

HUYNH THI NGOC HOA
TRAN KHANH SON
LE NGUYEN QUANG MINH
LUZVIMINDA C. POBRE
POWER TEAM GLOBAL INC #S
CUC THI DAO TRUONG
PETER T NGUYEN
SASHI POUDEL
TUNG XUAN LUONG
ION PREDA PREDA
ANNA LOAN LE
NGOC DOAN
MILAGROS B. CHATTERJEE
DUYEN CAM TRINH
COME OUT BETTER
DEAN SPEARS
MINH BINH HO
VICENTE HOLDINGS LLC #2
HA HOANG NGUYEN

Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Australia

6A2-2
NHU THANH TRAN
DYANNE D DOCTOR
MATTHIEU COUTURE COUTURE
CHRISTIAN BRANDSTETTER #3
V VIJAYA CHANDRA BOSE

Australia
Canada
Canada
Austria
India

LIKE DESIGN SOLUTIONS
ALAN MATSUSHIMA
NGOC TRAI LB PHAM
THU NGUYEN COMPANY

Malaysia
USA
USA
USA

Australia
India

MEK HOLDINGS SDN BHD
PROVIDENTIAL SERVICE BROWN

Malaysia
USA

6A2-3
GOLDEN WILL PTY LTD
PATOLIYA SHITAL AMIT

6A2-4
KANGEN 6APLUS PTE LTD
THAO ROSA
NT KANGEN WATER

6A2-5
Singapore
USA
USA

TWI GROUP PTE LTD

Singapore
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6A Support Campaign in May

• If the New 6A is “Step 10” the requirements for eligibility remain the same.
(5 or more sales within 8 Points during the month of the campaign.)

• However, in the cases of “Steps 1-9” the bonus will be paid with the
achievement of becoming a New 6A.
• The support bonus amount for the upline leaders of the New 6A’s will be
determined by the number of sales within 8 Points as shown below.

5 sales : 100%

3 sales : 60%

4 sales : 80%

2 sales : 40%

1 sales : 20%

6A Achievement Step Chart (US$)

Step

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unit

0-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

91 &
71-80 81-90 Above

New 6A

$ 850

$ 800

$ 750

$ 700

$ 650

$ 600

$ 550

$ 500

6A
6A2

8

9

10

$ 450 $ 400

$ 1,700 $ 1,600 $ 1,500 $ 1,400 $ 1,300 $ 1,200 $ 1,100 $ 1,000 $ 900 $ 800
$ 2,200 $ 2,000 $ 1,800 $ 1,600 $ 1,400 $ 1,200 $ 1,000

$ 900

$ 800 $ 700

6A2-2 $ 2,100 $ 1,900 $ 1,700 $ 1,500 $ 1,300 $ 1,100

$ 900

$ 800

$ 700 $ 600

6A2-3 $ 2,000 $ 1,800 $ 1,600 $ 1,400 $ 1,200 $ 1,000

$ 800

$ 700

$ 600 $ 500

6A2-4 $ 1,900 $ 1,700 $ 1,500 $ 1,300 $ 1,100

$ 900

$ 700

$ 600

$ 500 $ 400

6A2-5 $ 1,800 $ 1,600 $ 1,400 $ 1,200 $ 1,000

$ 800

$ 600

$ 500

$ 400 $ 300

6A2-6 $ 1,700 $ 1,500 $ 1,300 $ 1,100

$ 900

$ 700

$ 500

$ 400

$ 300 $ 200

6A2-7 $ 1,600 $ 1,400 $ 1,200 $ 1,000

$ 800

$ 600

$ 400

$ 300

$ 200 $ 150

6A2-8 $ 1,500 $ 1,300 $ 1,100

$ 700

$ 500

$ 300

$ 200

$ 150

$ 800

$ 100

We look forward to your continued support and training of the new
6A’s to achieve our goals.
Enagic International CEO - Hironari Ohshiro

